
D318 Links to the Circuit
This is a patchy summary of how parts of the course link to the circuit of culture.

-active and pas-
sive consumption

-cultural artefact 
to distinguish so-
cial groups

-matter out of 
place
-disturbing 
boundaries
-moral panic when 
boundary trans-
gressed

-WM as destroyer of 
community values
-WM to take pleasure 
with you

-identity value of 
objects
-identity value 
even for poorest

-research before 
launch

-antisocial ef-
fects of using the 
Walkman
-China: WM as 
first private mu-
sic listening
-public vs. pri-
vate

-consumption as 
meaning making
-Frankfurt Schl.
-Baudrillard: con-
sumption as a 
way of communi-
cation
-WM in museum
-subculture: other 
meanings

-adapting product 
to local markets
-intl. labour div.
-art as industry

-global branding

-investigate existing 
repr. to lifestyle WM
-ideas of Japan (mini, 
details)

-brand loyality -design first
-automatization to 
lifestyle

-market research 
to adapt adverts 
to actual uses

-clichés of Japanese-
ness
-naming the Walkman
-ads to give meaning 
to product

-culture of prod 
(Japanese way)
-new product for 
imaginary con-
sumer

-symbolic mobil-
i ty

-repeatability of 
mass production

-language as a means 
of repr.
-ads appeal to sell
-young linked to WM 
(2 ways)
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-conventions-decoding
-audience
-cultural capital

-soap operas
-encoding
-standardization 
of production
-mode of address

-rep of soaps
-rep of gender 
stereotypes

-rep affects con-
sumptions

-psychoanalysis -subject positions-products sold to 
men
-boundary be-
tween product 
and rep blurred

-rep of masculinity
-rep in adverts

-adverts: reality 
to fantasy

-stereotypes: 
spectacles
-photo with many 
meanings
-rep across texts
-rep of blacks

-connotations with 
visitors

-museum collec-
tions
-difference 
through classifi-
cation
-supporting text

-systems of rep to 
create meaning
-rep of other cul-
tures
-changing rep of 
same object

-unifying ID 
through shared 
images

-interpretation of 
photos

-photography-inclusive images
-objective and 
subjective rep.
-rep of Frenchness

-discourses-fashion read dif-
ferently
-meaning in sub-
ject position

-rep to make sens 
of world
-systems of rep
-classificatory 
systems
-connotations
-what is shown
-what is not

Gledhill: Genre 
and gender - 
soap opera

Nixon: Exhibiting
masculinity

Hall: Spectacle 
of the other

Lidchi: Poetics 
and politics of 
exhibiting other 
cultures

Hamilton: Rep-
resenting the 
social - France 
and Frenchness 
in photography

Hall: Work of 
representation
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-multiple ID: 
many meanings
-ID depends on 
difference
-sameness and 
national ID
-diaspora as limit 
to nat hist.

-women's maga-
zine

-rep of mother 
ideals
-mothers re-
moved from cul-
tural rep
-poor as scape-
goats (blame)
-rep of single 
mothers

-motherhood 
-"mothers are 
written"
-minority: essen-
tialist ID appeals
-motherhood as a 
choice
-unconscious de-
sires

-sexology as a 
way to reg body

-black as bestial
-queer: playing 
with images
-rep of AIDS

-sexual ID
-biologism
-psychoanalysis
-Foucault: aim 
freedom of ID

-self regulation of 
the body

-images of body 
in press (paper 
bodies)
-the outside as 
the place of dan-
ger

-constraints to 
body projects 
(age, money,…)
-tyranny of slen-
derness
-rejection of ID
-AIDS + essence

-self mastery

-strict categories 
vs. intersexuality
-civilized body

-body projects-embodiment
-essentialist ID
-natural limits to 
body (age)

-rituals to produce 
meaning

-rep systems to 
make sense of 
the world
-matter out of 
place (dirt)

-give meaning to 
chosed ID
-ID by what not
-essentialist ID
-crisis of ID
-imagi. commun.
-Lacan (child)

Gilroy: Diaspora 
and the detours 
of identity

Woodward: Moth-
erhood - identi-
ties, meanings 
and myths

Segal: Sexualities

Benson: Body, 
health and eating 
disorders

Shilling: Body and
difference

Woodward: Con-
cepts of identity 
and difference
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-people seen as 
consumers
-consumer 
sovereignty: af-
fect work pat-
terns
-employees also  
as consumers

-governance: 
power over free 
subjects
-discourses
-entrepreneur of 
the self
-customer feed-
back as reg

-hybrid work ID
-ID llinked to 
power

-culture as force 
in business or-
ganizat.
-turn to culture

-imag. commun. -reg of workers-rep of work in a 
particular way

-corporate cult.
-management in-
troduce new 
meanings

-consumer soci-
ety (Baudrill.)
-consumption as 
a language
-tases 
(distinction)

-created ID be-
tween product 
and consumer

-visual codes in 
adverts

-adverts
-boundary be-
tween product 
and promotion 
blurred
-mass product.
-flex. specializ.
-creative adver-
tising

-street fashion
-subcultures: own 
fashions

-Stumptuary Law-jeans as young -fashion as a 
means of ID
-fashion to mark 
difference

-fashion
-EPOS
-fashion cycle
-fashion origi-
nates from many 
sources
-flexible speciali-
zation

-audience missed 
by A&H

-synergy
-culture industry: 
standardize
-pseudo individ.
-different wokring 
culture

-logic of glob rep 
as given or fixed

-global audiences
-encounters: 
hypridization

-global media
-symbolic knowl-
edge
-global produc-
tion, localized
-media corps.

-globalization af-
fects ID
-reassertion of 
old ID
-most people 
close to nation

du Gay: Organiz-
ing identity - 
making up people 
at work

Salaman: Cultur-
ing production

Nixon: Circulating 
clture

Braham: Fashion 
- unpacking a cul-
tural production

Negus: Produc-
tion of culture

Robins: What in 
the world's going 
on
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-low status of TV 
programmes
-public/ private

-decoding of TV
-many audiences
-viewers con-
scious of status 
of TV program.
-guilty pleasures

-broadcasting
-mode of address

-consumption of 
place
-place as the ex-
perience of local-
i ty

-news bias (US)-nation building
-model of pro-
gress (differen.)

-rep of place
-cyberspace as 
romantic place

-audience as part 
of the perform-
ance
-different inter-
pretation of lyrics
-active consu.

-genre conven-
tions

-production of 
music
-producers nor-
mally focused on

-ID depends on 
context
-self as storied

-personal narra-
tive

-global produc-
tions (Coke)
-economies of 
scale

-ID linked to work 
(product.)
-ID linked to con-
sumption

-active cons.
-appropriation of 
artefacts
-localization of 
global products
-superficial con.

Mackay: Coun-
suming communi-
cation technolo-
gies at home

Moores: Broad-
casting and its 
audiences

Thrift: Us and 
them - re-imagin-
ing places

Finnegan: Music, 
performance and 
enactment

Finnegan: Story-
ing the self - per-
sonal narratives 
and identity

Miller: Consump-
tion and its con-
sequences
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-true rep of UK -culture in cons. -Fortress Europ.
-surveillance
-deregulation
-re-regulation
-structural adjust-
ment (IMF)
-choices between 
different forms 
of regul.
-govern by cult.

-cult. mixing
-culture in pro-
duction
-culture as basis 
for economic 
success

-biologism
-investing in ID
-ID as discursiv.

-no ID w/o cult. -politics of multi-
culturalism

-cultures as equal

-active consum.
-interpretation of 
import. goods

-global industries: 
standardi.
-cult. imperiali.
-culture is not ho-
mogenous

-deregulation
-protectionism
-quotas (French 
radio)

-everyday influ-
enced by glob.

-seing other ways 
of living

-permissiveness 
as moral crisis
-rep gay on TV

-regulation of mo-
rality
-moral regulat.
-regul. of porn

-country home as 
the soul of nation
-ploitics as spec-
tacle

-leisure as a 
commodity
-heritage industry
-culture industr.

-consumer soci. -deregulation
-regulation of 
mass media
-moral reg.
-re-regulation un-
der Thatcher

Hall: Centrality of
culture - cultural 
revolutions of our 
time

Parekh: National 
culture and multi-
culturalism

Tomlinson: Inter-
nationalism, 
globalization and 
cultural imperial-
ism

Bocock: Choice 
and regulation - 
sexual moralities

Thompson: Regu-
lation, de-regula-
tion and re-regu-
lation
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